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EXCITING MODERN GREEK MYTH GOES ONLINE

The electrifying spiritual adventure and award-winning novel – The
Circle of Olympians by Sonya Haramis – is now available as an e-book on
Amazon

The story is about a woman’s journey to self-awareness with ancient
and modern Greece as the backdrop Greek-American California woman
suffers tremendous losses and flees to Greece for solace. But on her
journey, she comes to terms with her demons and learns to trust again –
while being forged into a warrior by the ancient Greek gods and
goddesses to destroy an evil enemy and save her family/humanity.
The Circle of Olympians blends elements of ancient Greek mythology
with modern characters and opens a doorway to magic. Set in Greece
and California, Sonya weaves an exciting, modern Greek myth…a tale
both enjoyable and fascinating. To claim her destiny, which will affect
the fate of mankind, Calliope, the heroine, must use all the training in
metaphysical and battle arts she learns from the ancient Greek
Olympians, who materialize from ancient Greek mythology. They take
her on a spiritual journey that culminates in a life-and-death battle with
her family’s despised enemy.

Blending elements of Greek mythology with modern characters, The
Circle of Olympians is a book that opens a doorway to magic and
antiquity. Simultaneously set in ancient Greece, modern Greece and

Californian the author weaves a relationship between mythological
beings and humans in a warm and engaging manner into a modern
Greek myth…a tale that is both enjoyable/entertaining and fascinating.

Odyssey Magazine in its book review called “…The Circle of
Olympians…an allegorical spiritual odyssey, deftly blending modern
spiritualism with ancient Greek mythology…the ancient Greek Gods
become her teachers both in metaphysics and the art of physical battles,
giving her the strength to fight for her happiness and to claim her
destiny, an art which will affect the fate of all people…an unusual and
interesting blend of myth and spirituality…” In her review of the book
for Retailing Insight (formerly New Age Retailer) Liz Illgen said, “…Sonya
Haramis will establish herself as one of the great spiritual story tellers
of our time…”

Sonya is a spiritual storyteller whose books tap on ancient wisdom for
modern time. Through The Circle of Olympians, she shows us that we can
write or rewrite our own future and that we need to discover the beauty
within. Her inspirational stories show us that even when we are broken,
there is hope.

Sonya’s first book of inspirational parables, entitled Gracious
Gifts…Expressions of the Divine, was endorsed by Deepak Chopra, James
Redfield, and Dr. John Gray. Her inspirational fairy tale for children, The
Adventures of Lumi Nary Light A Fairy Tale of a Teeny Tiny Angel,
illustrates her belief in angels, magic, love, and miracles for young
readers.

Sonya hosts Keeping the Path Lit on Sedona Talk Radio, which offers
inspirational guests and topics. She is also developing an inspirational
show for television. She was a member of the Leadership Council of the
Global Alliance for Transformational Entertainment during 2012. Sonya
is a Nidan/second degree Black Belt in Aikido, a martial art of harmony
often referred to as the Art of Peace. Sonya holds a master’s degree in
counseling psychology from Boston University and a bachelor’s degree
from Boston College.
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